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Abstract

Supervised learning techniques are widely accepted methods to

analyze data for scientific and real world problems. Most of these

problems require fast and continuous acquisition of data, which are

to be used in training the learning system. Therefore, maintaining

such systems updated may become cumbersome. Various techniques

have been devised in the field of machine learning to solve this prob-

lem. In this study, we propose an algorithm to reduce the training
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∗ This work is partially supported by National Institute of Health, Italian National

Research Council and Centro Ricerche Enrico Fermi
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data to a substantially small subset of the original training data to

train a generalized eigenvalue classifier (GEC). The proposed method

provides a constructive way to understand the influence of new train-

ing data on an existing classification function. We show through

numerical experiments that this technique prevents the overfitting

problem of the earlier GEC methods, while promising a compara-

ble performance in classification with respect to the state-of-the-art

classification methods.

1 Introduction

Supervised learning refers to the capability of a system to learn from a set of

input/output couples, which is called the training set. The trained system

is able to provide an answer (output) for a new question (input). The term

supervised originates from the fact that the desired output for the training

set of points is given by an external teacher.

Supervised learning systems can find applications in many fields, some

of which can be listed as follows. A bank prefers to classify customer loan

requests as “good” or“bad” depending on their ability to pay back. The

Internal Revenue Service endeavors to identify tax evaders by studying the

characteristics of known ones. There are also many applications in biology

and medicine. The tissues that are prone to cancer can be detected with high
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accuracy. New DNA sequences or proteins can be tracked down to their evo-

lutionary origins. Given its amino acid sequence, finding how a protein folds

provides important information on its expression level [6]. More examples

related to numerical interpolation, handwriting recognition and Montecarlo

methods for numerical integration can be found, for example, in [7, 10].

Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithms [32] are the state-of-the-art

for the existing classification methods. SVMs have been one of the most suc-

cessful methods in supervised learning with applications in a wide spectrum

of research areas, ranging from pattern recognition [18] and text catego-

rization [14] to biomedicine [4, 25], brain-computer interface [9, 17], and

financial applications [13, 31]. These methods classify the points from two

linearly separable sets in two classes, in order to find an optimal separating

hyperplane between two classes. This hyperplane maximizes the distance

from the convex hulls of each class. SVMs can be extended to the nonlinear

cases by embedding the data in a nonlinear space using kernel functions [30].

In general, the training part of SVM algorithm relies on the optimiza-

tion of a quadratic convex cost function. Quadratic Programming (QP) is

an extensively studied field of mathematics and there are many general pur-

pose methods to solve QP problems such as quasi-Newton, primal-dual, and

interior-point methods. However, the general purpose methods are suitable

for small size problems, whereas for large problems, chunking subset selec-

tion [26] and decomposition [27] methods use subsets of points. SVM-Light
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[15] and LIBSVM [12] are among the most preferred implementations that

use chunking subset selection and decomposition methods efficiently.

There are also efficient algorithms that exploit the special structure of a

slightly different optimization problem, such as Generalized Proximal SVMs

(GEPSVM) [22], in which the binary classification problem can be formu-

lated as a generalized eigenvalue problem. This formulation differs from

SVMs since, instead of finding one hyperplane that separates the two classes,

it finds two hyperplanes that approximate the two classes. The prior study

requires the solution of two different eigenvalue problems, while a classi-

fier that uses a new regularization technique, known as Regularized General

Eigenvalue Classifier (ReGEC) requires the solution of a single eigenvalue

problem to find both hyperplanes [11].

Classification problems may involve a large number of training points.

One immediate solution is to select a subset of points that would retain

the characteristics of the training set. A second problem arises when a new

training data point becomes available for training. A desirable method as a

solution to the second problem should be based on an efficient evaluation of

how the new point may influence the classification function, rather than a

complete training of the incrementally augmented training set.

Datasets in almost every application area are ever growing and are con-

tinuously updated. Moreover, numerous applications on massive datasets
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are emerging [1], which require efficient computational procedures to re-

spond to the dynamics of large databases. As machine learning becomes a

part of data intensive computation systems, updating the learning system

becomes intractable in many cases. Therefore, incremental methods that

require some minimal computational burden are strongly preferred. For this

purpose several methods, especially in the kernel-based nonlinear classifica-

tion cases, have been proposed to reduce the size of the training set, and

thus, the related kernel [5, 8, 19, 20, 28]. All of these methods show that a

sensible data reduction is possible while maintaining a comparable level of

classification accuracy.

In this study, a new method that finds a small subset of the training

dataset is introduced. The amount of reduction in the training set can be as

large as 98% with comparable classification accuracy and improved consis-

tency with respect to the original training set. The proposed subset selection

method starts with an initial set of points and incrementally expands this

set by adding those points which contribute to improving classification accu-

racy. The main idea is to use the small subset of points to solve the general

eigenvalue problem, and therefore the evaluation of the contributions for

new points is performed in conjunction with ReGEC. Thus, we refer to our

method as Incremental ReGEC (I-ReGEC).

The notation used in the paper is as follows. All vectors are column vec-

tors, unless transposed to row vectors by a prime ′. Scalar product of two
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vectors x and y in IRn will be denoted by x′y, 2-norm of x will be denoted

by ‖x‖ and the unit vector will be denoted by e.

The remainder of the the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de-

scribes how the generalized eigenvalue classifier (GEC) methods differ from

the generic SVM methods. In Section 3 the subset selection technique is

presented. In Section 4, a discussion on how initial points influence the ac-

curacy and stability of resulting classification is given. In section 5 numerical

experiments are reported, and finally, in Section 6, conclusions are drawn

and future work is proposed.

2 Kernel classification algorithms

The SVM method for classification consists of finding a hyperplane that sep-

arates the elements belonging to two different classes. The separating hy-

perplane is usually chosen to maximize the margin between the two classes.

The margin can be defined as the minimum distance between the separating

hyperplane and the points of either class. The points that are closest to the

hyperplane are called support vectors, and they are the only points needed to

train the classifier. Consider two matrices A ∈ IRn×m and B ∈ IRk×m, that

represent the two classes, each row being a point in the input space. The

quadratic linearly constrained problem to obtain the optimal hyperplane

(w, b) is as follows.
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min f(w) =
w′w
2

(1)

s.t. (Aw + b) ≥ e

(Bw + b) ≤ −e.

In case of nonlinearly separable datasets, SMVs can take advantage of

kernel techniques to achieve greater separability among classes. In this case,

the initial sets of points, which originally reside in the input space, are non-

linearly transformed into a space of greater dimension, and the optimal

separating hyperplane is found in this transformed space called the feature

space. This nonlinear mapping can be done implicitly by kernel functions

[29], which represent the inner product of the points in the feature space.

In this study we use the Gaussian kernel,

K(xi, xj) = e−
‖xi−xj‖2

σ . (2)

In (2), xi and xj denote two points in the original input space. This

technique usually obtains better results, as shown in several applications.

Results regarding nonlinearly separable problems [2, 3] still hold and a for-

mulation for the eigenvalues problem can easily be derived. The nonlinear

implicit mapping is done through the kernel matrix K(A,B), whose ele-

ments are defined as:

K(A, B)i,j = e−
‖Ai−Bj‖2

σ , (3)
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where Ai and Bj are the ith and jth rows of the matrices A and B, respec-

tively.

Mangasarian et al. [22] proposes to classify these two sets of points A and

B using two hyperplanes in the input space, each closest to one set of points,

and furthest from the other. In order to satisfy the previous condition for

the points in A, the two hyperplanes

K(x,C)u1 − γ1 = 0, K(x,C)u2 − γ2 = 0, (4)

need to be the closer to one set of points and the farther from the other.

This condition can be written for the first hyperplane as:

min
ω,γ 6=0

‖K(A,C)u− eγ‖2

‖K(B, C)u− eγ‖2
. (5)

Substituting the following,

G = [K(A, C) − eγ]′[K(A,C) − eγ]

H = [K(B, C) − eγ]′[K(B, C) − eγ],

equation (5) can be rewritten as

min
z 6=0

z′Gz

z′Hz
, (6)

with z′ = [u′ γ]. This is the Rayleigh quotient of the generalized eigenvalue

problem Gz = Hλz. Since H is positive definite, the stationary points of
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(6) are achieved at the eigenvectors with the objective function equal to the

corresponding eigenvalue. This means that the solution to (6) is obtained

at the eigenvector with the the minimum eigenvalue.

To obtain the second hyperplane, we need to solve a problem in which the

objective function is the reciprocal of (6). It is well known that this problem

has the same eigenvectors of the original problem with eigenvalues which are

reciprocals of the corresponding eigenvalues from the first problem. There-

fore, the eigenvector z′ = [u′ γ] related to the maximum eigenvalue of (6)

provides the solution to the latter problem, and thus gives the coefficients

of the second hyperplane.

Since the matrices G and H can be deeply rank deficient, there is the

possibility that the null spaces of the two matrices have a non trivial inter-

section. This leads to a problem that can be ill-conditioned and therefore

a regularization technique needs to be applied in order to numerically solve

the problem.

Mangasarian proposes to solve the following two regularized optimization

problems, where CT =
[
AT BT

]
and δ is the regularization parameter:

min
w,γ 6=0

‖K(A,C)u− eγ‖2 + δ‖
[

u

γ

]
‖2

‖K(B,C)u− eγ‖2
(7)
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and

min
w,γ 6=0

‖K(B,C)u− eγ‖2 + δ‖
[

u

γ

]
‖2

‖K(A,C)u− eγ‖2
. (8)

The number of eigenvalue problems can be reduced from two to one, using

the new regularization method ReGEC, proposed by Guarracino et al. [11],

by solving the following generalized eigenvalue problem:

min
w,γ 6=0

‖K(A,C)u− eγ‖2 + δ‖K̃Bu− eγ‖2

‖K(B, C)u− eγ‖2 + δ‖K̃Au− eγ‖2
. (9)

Here K̃A and K̃B are diagonal matrices with the diagonal entries from the

kernel matrices K(A,C) and K(B,C). The new regularization provides

classification accuracy results comparable to the ones obtained by solving

equations (7) and (8).

The eigenvectors related to minimum and maximum eigenvalues obtained

from the solution of (9) provide the proximal planes Pi, i = 1, 2 to classify

the new points. The distance of a point x from hyperplane Pi is:

dist(x, Pi) =
‖K(x,C)u− γ‖2

‖u‖2
, (10)

and the class of a point x is determined as

class(x) = argmini=1,2{dist(x, Pi)}. (11)
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3 Incremental subset selection algorithm

The dimension of generalized eigenvalue problem (9) is equal to n + k, the

number of points in the training set, plus 1. Since the computational com-

plexity of the operation is in the order of O((n + k)3), it is important to

develop methods that are capable of finding a small and robust set of points

that retains the characteristics of the entire training set and provides com-

parable accuracy results. A kernel built from a smaller subset is compu-

tationally more efficient in predicting new points compared to kernels that

use the entire training set. Furthermore, a smaller set of points reduces

the probability of over-fitting the problem. Finally, as new points become

available, the cost of retraining the algorithm decreases if the influence of

the new points on the classification function is only evaluated by the small

subset, rather than the whole training set. The main idea is to exploit the

efficiency of solving a small eigenvalue problem. Therefore, we use ReGEC

as the internal method to evaluate the classification accuracy on the entire

training set.

The algorithm takes an initial set of points C0 and the entire training

set C as input, such that C ⊃ C0 = A0 ∪ B0, and A0 and B0 are sets of

points in C0 that belong to the two classes A and B. We refer to C0 as the

incremental subset. Let Γ0 = C \ C0 be the initial set of points that can be

included in the incremental subset. ReGEC classifies all of the points in the

training set C using the kernel from C0. Let PA0 and PB0 be the hyperplanes

found by ReGEC, R0 be the classification accuracy and M0 be the points
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that are misclassified. Then, among the points in Γ0 ∩M0 the point that is

farthest from its respective hyperplane is selected, i.e.

x1 = xi : max
x∈{Γ0∩M0}

{
dist(x, Pclass(x))

}
, (12)

where class(x) returns A or B depending on the class of x. This point is

the candidate point to be included in the incremental subset. This choice

is based on the idea that a point very far from its plane may be needed in

the classification subset in order to improve accuracy. We update the incre-

mental set as C1 = C0 ∪ {x1}. Then, we classify the entire training set C

using the points in C1 to build the kernel. Let the classification accuracy be

R1. If R1 > R0 then we keep the new subset; otherwise we reject the new

point, that is C1 = C0. In both cases Γ1 = Γ0 \ {x1}. The algorithm repeats

until the condition |Γk| = 0 is reached. The algorithm can be summarized

as follows:

Algorithm 1 I-ReGEC(C0, C)

1: Γ0 = C \ C0

2: {R0,M0} = Classify(C,C0)
3: k = 1
4: while |Γk| > 0 do

5: xk = x : minx∈{Mk∩Γk−1}
{
dist(x, Pclass(x))

}

6: {Rk,Mk} = Classify(C, {Ck−1 ∪ {xk}})
7: if Rk > Rk−1 then
8: Ck = Ck−1 ∪ {xk}
9: Γk = Γk−1 \ {xk}

10: k = k + 1
11: end if
12: end while
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In Figure 1 a graphical example of this approach is shown. The clas-

sification surfaces of the two classes (dark and white), generated using 400

training points of the Banana dataset [23], clearly define the aim of our strat-

egy. Indeed, when the ReGEC algorithm is trained on all of the training

points the classification boundaries are significantly affected by noisy points

(left). On the other hand, I-ReGEC method achieves clearly defined bound-

aries (right). Furthermore, the number of points needed in the example to

generate the classification hyperplane are only 23 in I-ReGEC compared to

400 points in ReGEC.

Figure 1: Classification surfaces produced by ReGEC and I-ReGEC on the two
dimensional dataset Banana.

4 Initial points selection

In the previous section, we assumed that we have a starting set of points for

I-ReGEC. However, we have not mentioned the bias this initial set intro-

duces. Since the initial points permanently become a part of the incremental
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subset, it is intuitive that such points should be chosen carefully. In this sec-

tion we show how the initial set of points influence the performance of the

incremental selection algorithm. Clustering techniques can be adapted to

obtain better data representations [16]. For this purpose, we compare k

randomly selected starting points for each class, and a set of points deter-

mined by a simple k-means method [21], also for each class. We show that

it is possible to reach higher classification accuracy and a more consistent

representation of the training set using k-means method.

The two datasets used for the comparison have 2 dimensions, in order to

show the consistency of the k-means method over random selection, graph-

ically. From each class, k points are chosen for both random and k-means

methods. The first dataset is the Banana dataset with 400 training points

and 4900 test points. The second set of points is the Chessboard dataset. It

contains 16 squares, with a total of 1000 training and 5400 test points.

First, classification parameters are determined using a ten fold cross val-

idation technique using the training and test points. An initial set of start-

ing points is chosen a)randomly, and b)using the barycenters of the clusters

produced by the k-means method. Each set is used as input to I-ReGEC

algorithm, which returns a final incremental subset of points C∗, and the

final classification accuracy. Using the same parameters we repeat the pro-

cedure of choosing initial points and running I-ReGEC 100 times for both

the random and the k-means methods as the generator of the initial sets.
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Let C∗
i be the final subset of points produced in the tth repetition. Then,

for each kernel produced by Ci, we classify a dense set of evenly distributed

points in the rectangle that encloses the entire dataset. Let x be one of such

points in the rectangle and yi ∈ {−1, 1} be the classification result using the

kernel based on Ci. Then the value ŷ = |∑100
i=1 yi|/100 is an estimator of the

probability that x is always classified in the same class. We can say that

the closer ŷ is to 1, the more consistently it is classified. In Figure 2, white

color is associated to the points for which ŷ = 1 and black for ŷ = 0.5. The

lighter regions in Figure 2 are more consistent compared to dark regions,

where the points have the same probability to be classified in one of the two

classes.

In Figure 2, the influence of the starting points on the resulting classi-

fication can be seen clearly. The Banana dataset has few clusters of data

and consequently, for a choice of k = 5, the average classification accuracy

slightly changes between random initial points, which produce a classifica-

tion accuracy of 84.5%, and k-means initial points, with accuracy of 85.5%.

In order to compare the consistency of the two initial points selection

strategies, we measure the standard deviation of the ŷ values for the points

in the rectangle. The k-means method acieves a standard deviation of 0.01

compared to the standard deviation of 0.05 from the random method, which

means that k-means method has a higher classification consistency than ran-

dom selection.
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For the Chessboard dataset, the clusters are clearly separated for each

class when k = 8. The difference is more pronounced both in terms of

classification accuracy and consistency. Random selection of initial points

could only reach a classification accuracy of 72.1 %, whereas k-means reaches

97.6 % accuracy. The difference in classification consistency is far more

evident compared to the Banana dataset, with a standard deviation of 1.45

for random selection and 0.04 for k-means. We can empirically infer from

the results that a knowledge regarding the dataset and the choice of initial

points influences both classification accuracy and classification consistency.

This influence may be greater as the number of clusters increases.

We also investigated the effect of the number of initial points k for each

class using the k-means method on the Chessboard dataset. In Figure 3, the

graph on top is the classification accuracy versus the total number of initial

points 2k from both classes. It reaches its peak at 16 (for k = 8), after which

it slightly decreases and continues at a steady state of accuracy for higher

values of k. This result empirically shows that there is a minimum k, with

which we reach high accuracy results. Although the decrease in the accuracy

is not significant for larger values of k, the kernel to be used in I-ReGEC

unnecessarily increases. This is shown by the bottom graph in Figure 3

which shows the number of points selelcted by I-ReGEC versus the nuber

of initial points. Again, no additional points are added to the initial 16 (for

k = 8), and the number of points added are almost the same beyond. This
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Figure 2: Classification consistency of I-ReGEC: Light regions show higher con-
sistency than darker regions. Top row shows the results from Banana dataset (k
= 5), and bottom row from Chessboard dataset (k = 8). Figures on the left are
produced using a random selection of initial points, and figures on the right using
k-means method.

means that the initial set of points reaches a minimum at an ideal number

of k and it grows linearly with k. One simple and practical way of finding

a good k is to increase k incrementally and detecting the lowest value of k

with higher classification accuracy.
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Figure 3: Performance of I-ReGEC for with respect to k: Top figure shows the
k vs. classification accuracy; bottom figure shows k vs. the number of additional
points included on top of the initial points.

5 Numerical results

I-ReGEC is tested on publicly available benchmark data sets. Results re-

garding its performance in terms of classification accuracy are presented.

We used data from IDA [23] and from UCI [24] repositories, both of which

are widely used to compare the performance of new algorithms to existing

methods. The accuracy results for the nonlinear kernel are taken from [23].

Accuracy results are calculated using an Intel Xeon CPU 3.20GHz, 6GB

RAM running Red Hat Enterprise Linux WS release 3 with Matlab 6.5.

Matlab function eig for the solution of the generalized eigenvalue problem

is used for ReGEC.

In Table 1, for each data set, name, dimension of the training and test

sets, and the number of features are reported. In Table 2, classification ac-

curacy is evaluated using Gaussian kernel for ReGEC, I-ReGEC, and SVM,
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Dataset train test m

Banana 400 4900 2
German 700 300 20
Diabetis 468 300 8

Haberman 275 31 4
Bupa 310 35 6
Votes 391 44 16

WPBC 99 11 32
Thyroid 140 75 5

Flare-solar 666 400 9

Table 1: Datasets characteristics

using ten-fold cross-validation to determine parameters. A Gaussian ker-

nel is used for each classifier and the value of the best kernel parameter σ

together with the k value for the k-means method for I-ReGEC are also in-

cluded in the table. The k value for each dataset is empirically determined

as follows: first, the best σ value is determined for k = 2 using ten-fold

cross-validation; then, the best k value is determined by gradually increas-

ing its value.

I-ReGEC is nearly always more accurate than ReGEC. The slight dif-

ference in accuracy for the two datasets where ReGEC gives better results

could be due to the cross validation procedure. We have also compared the

accuracy results of I-ReGEC with SVM. Results are always slightly lower

than SVM, except for one data set. The relative difference of accuracy, i.e.,

the absolute difference of the accuracies of I-ReGEC and SVM, divided by

the maximum value, is less then 8.2%, except the case of Flare-solar (11.50%)

and Bupa dataset (15.55%).
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Dataset ReGEC I-ReGEC SVMs
train σ acc chunk k σ acc acc

Banana 400 0.2 84.44 15.7 5 0.2 85.49 89.15
German 700 500 70.26 29.09 8 10 73.5 75.66
Diabetis 468 500 74.56 16.63 5 400 74.13 76.21

Haberman 275 1200 73.26 7.59 2 20000 73.45 71.7
Bupa 310 200 59.03 15.28 4 800 63.94 69.9
Votes 391 50 95.09 25.9 10 100 93.41 95.6

WPBC 99 1000 58.36 4.2 2 50 60.27 63.6
Thyroid 140 0.8 92.76 12.40 5 1.5 94.01 95.2

Flare-solar 666 3 58.23 9.67 3 3 65.11 65.8

Table 2: Classification accuracy for ReGEC, I-ReGEC and SVM algorithms
using gaussian kernel

In Table 3 the dimension of incremental datasets and the percentage

with respect to the dimension of the training set is given. In all cases, I-

ReGEC produced a subset composed of less then 8.85% of the training set

with a comparable classification accuracy on the test sets with respect to

the original ReGEC method.

Dataset I-ReGEC
chunk % of train

Banana 15.7 3.93
German 29.09 4.16
Diabetis 16.63 3.55

Haberman 7.59 2.76
Bupa 15.28 4.93
Votes 25.9 6.62

WPBC 4.2 4.3
Thyroid 12.40 8.86

Flare-solar 9.67 1.45

Table 3: Incremental dataset using I-ReGEC and percentage of training set
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6 Conclusions and future work

In this study, we describe I-ReGEC, a novel incremental classification tech-

nique, with dramatic results in reducing the cardinality of training sets, when

applied to general eigenvalue classifiers. The proposed method achieves a

high classification consistency and classification accuracy comparable with

other SVM methods. Furthermore, it allows efficient online updating of the

classification function when new training points become available. I-ReGEC

method can be improved by adaptive techniques for the selection of the ini-

tial points, in order to find better strategies to build the incremental subset.

Furthermore, new criteria for including new points to the incremental sub-

set or removing less promising points from the incremental subset may be

considered.
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